UNIT 8 VOCABULARY

8A Activity 1

clever  original and interesting
educational  something you can learn from
exciting  making you feel happy and enthusiastic
funny  amusing, causing laughter
interesting  holding one's attention
moving  making you feel strong emotions
romantic  relating to love
sad  making you feel unhappy
scary  frightening
violent  using force to hurt or attack

8A Activity 2

action movie  a movie with lots of exciting things happening
animated movie  a movie where the characters are created on a computer
comedy  a movie that is amusing or funny
documentary  a movie or television program that gives true facts about something
drama  a serious play, movie or television program
horror movie  a movie that causes strong feelings of shock and fear
thriller  a movie or book that tells an exciting story, often about crime

8A Activity 3

adopt  to legally have someone else's child become part of your family
by accident  in a way that is not intended or planned
cautiously  carefully
disastrous  very bad or ending in failure
killer  a person that kills
oddly  strangely
planet  a large object in space, such as Earth or Mars
profile  a description that gives important information about someone
terrifying  very frightening

8B Activity 1

channel  a particular television station
game show  a television show where people play games or answer questions to win money or prizes
news  a program that reports important events in the world or the country
patient  someone who is getting medical attention
reality show  a television program that shows how ordinary people behave in everyday life
sitcom  a funny television program in which the same characters appear in situations each week
soap opera  a dramatic, often romantic, television story about the daily lives of the same group of characters
talk show  a television program in which people answer interview questions or discuss important topics

8B Activity 2

commercial  an advertisement on television or radio
habit  something you do regularly
snack  a small amount of food you eat between meals